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 kas kashelscu The latest version of Adobe Reader is not compatible with the version of the product that you have installed. To download the latest Adobe Reader, go to looking for some help with a raid configuration issue Surupiga, pls ignore :) I am running an Ubuntu 14.04 distro and I'm setting up a software raid with two HDDs that I'm installing ubuntu on pvsharov, I have no idea if you can help. I
am trying to turn off my external screen on my laptop but i cant seem to find any instructions on how to do it. I tried changing the power settings in settings and then system and then disabling it in "Displays" I want to install ubuntu and then add the data that I already have on this drive to a software raid when I go to install ubuntu I'm getting a bad mdadm superblock error surgy: can you reboot?

pvsharov, im on my phone. but i can do it and i have rebooted maybe ill be here surgy: it's no problem. So what does it happen with you? I just started using ubuntu, and it's pretty great, but this is a windows laptop. What's a good program for building, compiling, and debugging C#? pvsharov, when i first turn the computer on, it automatically boots into the first screen which is my external, but i want it
to boot into the internal screen surgy: This link may help you pvsharov, ive read that tutorial already pvsharov, it does not work anyone here have any idea what might be causing my mdadm issues? surgy: Do you understand english? 82157476af
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